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Introduction
• CF and clean energy finance prominent issue
• Energy transition (ET) requires huge investment

– Financing issue (primary markets)
– CERES ‘Clean Trillion’ & IPCC (2018) 2.4 trillion p.a

• Burgeoning CF literature
– Mainly focussed on secondary markets
– Primary market research mainly focusses on debt (green 

bonds)
• Debt and project finance (asset rollout) largest
• But (risk) equity (skin in the game) needed to raise debt 
• So new equity (new firms) raising equity critically important
• ‘green’ IPO’s
• But ET is going to be multi-decadal so new generation of ‘brown’ 

firms will continue to emerge (IPO)?
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Financing Continuum
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Source: FS-UNEP (2019)



Global Investment In RES
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Contribution 
• Green vs Grown IPOs: Unique dataset of European IPO market
• 2001-2015 – Europe 563bn vs US 529bn (in USD)(Helbing et al. 2019) 

• Anderloni and Tanda (2017) non-RES more under-priced and perform 
better (n=144 between 2000 to 2014)

• Research Questions
– Are green IPO’s taking over? [Descriptive] 
– Are green IPOs more likely to be withdrawn?

• Negative market signal
• Kaplan-Meier survival estimates

– Do green IPOs have more favourable ownership characteristics? 
• Retention by insiders and ‘smart’ money (VC vs. PE (value)) 

– How do green perform relative to brown post-IPO? 
• BHARs & four factor time series models
• Performance during COVID crisis
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Hypotheses
• Hypothesis 1a: Green IPOs are likely to have greater VC involvement, 

whilst brown IPOs are likely to have more PE involvement.
– VC high-risk capital for new ventures (Randjelovic et al. 2003)
– PE mature firms with operating/financial issues (Gompers et al., 2016)

• Hypothesis 1b: Green IPOs will have more retained ownership than 
Brown IPOs
– Growth vs. selling out

• Hypothesis 2: Green IPOs have a greater likelihood of being 
withdrawn than brown IPOs
– Leete et al. (2013) Green = more risk 
– Hong et al. (2019) Markets under pricing to climate risk

• Hypothesis 3: Green firms have a worse post-IPO performance than 
brown firms.
– Green underperformance: Rezec and Scholtens (2017); Climent and Soriano 

(2011); Fernandez et al. (2019); Anderloni and Tanda (2017) 
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Data and Methods
• 2001-2017 - 3,014 IPOs (UK, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, 

Scandinavia) - Helbing et al (2019)
• 2,658 successfully, 356 withdrawn 
• Bloomberg industry classifications - energy, transport and 

building materials sectors (n=310)  
• Coding of green (n=90), brown (n=194) or ambiguous (n=26) 

– A firm with a majority (over 50%) of their operations (as measured by 
revenues) focused on renewable, GHG neutral or reducing methods, 
technologies and associate enabling ‘green’ services and technologies. 
This includes renewable energies, carbon-neutral buildings, building 
materials, electrification of transport and enabling technologies such as 
Smart Grid and Smart Grid Edge Technologies

– Used IPO prospectus, Capital IQ, Bloomberg, or other public sources
– Double checked 

• Of the n=284 green & brown IPO’s, n=38 were withdrawals 
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Models
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Ownership: Probit model with Green Dummy dependent variable
• VC and PE dummies (H1a) and Retained Ownership (H1b)
• firm, offer and market controls

Withdrawal: Probit model with Withdraw dummy dependent variable
• green dummy (H2) + firm, offer and market controls
• Survival Analysis semi-parametric Cox proportional hazards model 

(Kartsonaki, 2016)

Post-IPO performance (H3)
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Results - Descriptive



Energy IPOs - Evolution Over Time
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Ownership: 
Green 
Dependent 
Variable

VC (H1a) and 
PE (contrary 
H1a) 
involvement

Higher 
retained 
ownership 
(H1b)
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Withdrawal 
Analysis

green 
(marginally) 
less likely to be 
withdrawn

Contrary to H2

but pre-2011 
Green 
interaction 
consistent with 
with H2
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Withdrawal Outcomes
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Kaplan-Meier survival for M&A post-IPO withdrawal

Brown firms being sold a lot quicker
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Post-IPO Performance
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Brown IPOs heavily discounted but green seem to underperform 
from about 12months in



Post-IPO BHARs
2001 to 2017 -
73 green and 
173 brown 
IPOs

Green IPO’s 
relative 
underperform
(GIPORU)

Consistent with 
H3

Equivalent 
results for four 
factor model
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Is GIPORU due to Brown IPO discount?
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Baseline (2001 - 2017) 

2001 – 2017 results excluding first day 



Is GIPORU weakening over time?
Baseline (2001 - 2017) 

Post Kyoto subsample (2005 - 2017) 

Split sample – first half (2001 - 2008)

Split sample – second half (2010 - 2007)
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COVID Shock (Jan-March 2020)
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COVID Shock (Jan-March 2020)



Conclusions
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• Withdrawal
• Green firms marginally are less likely to withdraw, indicating a 

positive market sentiment toward these firms. 
• Survival analysis – Brown firms sold quicker

• Ownerships 
• More PE and VC involvement for green firms

• Smart money going green vs more internal cash flows?
• PE result surprising  

• Higher levels of retained ownership for green IPOs. 
• Overall results indicate a poor LT outlook for brown firms

• Post-IPO performance: Green firms underperform post-IPO. 
• Sig. more negative BHARs (vs. benchmark indices and brown) 

But effect (1) weakening over time, (2) brown IPOs are more 
heavily discounted and (3) have been more severely impacted 
by the COVID-19 crisis.



Questions
ivan.diaz-rainey@otago.ac.nz

https://blogs.otago.ac.nz/cefg/
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• 2001 to 2017 - 73 green and 173 brown IPOs

Post-IPO Four-Factor Model
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